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Neural population dynamics during
reaching
Mark M. Churchland1,2,3*, John P. Cunningham4,5*, Matthew T. Kaufman2,3, Justin D. Foster2, Paul Nuyujukian6,7,
Stephen I. Ryu2,8 & Krishna V. Shenoy2,3,6,9

Most theories of motor cortex have assumed that neural activity represents movement parameters. This view derives
from what is known about primary visual cortex, where neural activity represents patterns of light. Yet it is unclear how
well the analogy between motor and visual cortex holds. Single-neuron responses in motor cortex are complex, and
there is marked disagreement regarding which movement parameters are represented. A better analogy might be with
other motor systems, where a common principle is rhythmic neural activity. Here we find that motor cortex responses
during reaching contain a brief but strong oscillatory component, something quite unexpected for a non-periodic
behaviour. Oscillation amplitude and phase followed naturally from the preparatory state, suggesting a mechanistic
role for preparatory neural activity. These results demonstrate an unexpected yet surprisingly simple structure in the
population response. This underlying structure explains many of the confusing features of individual neural responses.

Motor and premotor cortex were among the first cortical areas to be
extensively studied1. Yet their basic response properties are poorly
understood, and it remains controversial whether neural activity
relates to muscles or to abstract movement features2–13. At the heart
of this debate is the complexity of individual neural responses, which
exhibit a great variety of multiphasic patterns4,14,15. One explanation is
that responses represent many movement parameters:

rn(t)~fn(param1(t),param2(t),param3(t) . . . ) !1"

where rn(t) is the firing rate of neuron n at time t, fn is a tuning
function, and param1(t), param2(t)... are arguments such as hand
velocity or target position. Alternatively, motor cortex may constitute
a dynamical system that generates and controls movement4,8,14–17. In
its simplest, deterministic form this can be expressed as:

_r(t)~f (r(t))zu(t) !2"
where r is a vector describing the firing rate of all neurons (the ‘popu-
lation response’ or ‘neural state’), _r is its derivative, f is an unknown
function, and u is an external input. In this conception, neural
responses reflect underlying dynamics and display ‘tuning’ only
incidentally18,19. If so, then dynamical features should be present in
the population response. In looking for dynamical structure, we
focused on a common principle for movement generation across the
animal kingdom: the production of rhythmic, oscillatory activity20–22.

Rhythmic responses in different systems
We first examined neural responses in a context where rhythmic
pattern generation is known to occur. The medicinal leech generates
rhythmic muscle contractions at ,1.5 Hz during swimming23, and
many single neurons display firing rate oscillations at that frequency
(Fig. 1a)24,25. Rhythmic structure was also present for cortical res-
ponses in the walking monkey: ,1 Hz oscillations matching the
,1 Hz movement of the arm (Fig. 1b). If single-neuron oscillations

are generated by population-level dynamics, then the population res-
ponse (the neural state) should rotate with time15, much as the state of
a pendulum rotates in the space defined by velocity and position. We
projected the population response onto a two-dimensional state space
and found rotations of the neural state for both the swimming leech
(Fig. 1d; projection of 164 simultaneously recorded neurons) and the
walking monkey (Fig. 1e; projection of 32 simultaneously recorded
channels; also see Supplementary Movie 1). These observations,
although not trivial, are largely expected for a neural dynamical
system that generates rhythmic output22.

The projections in Fig. 1d, e were obtained via two steps. The first
was the application of principal component analysis (PCA) to the
population response. Inconveniently, PCA does not find dimensions
relevant to dynamical structure. We therefore used a novel method
that finds an informative plane within the top principal components
(PCs). To be conservative, this ‘jPCA’ method was applied only to the
top six PCs, which contain the six response patterns most strongly
present in the data. The mathematical underpinnings regarding jPCA
are described below, but the following is critical. Application of jPCA
results in six jPCs: an orthonormal basis that spans exactly the same
space as the first six PCs (Supplementary Movie 2). The first two jPCs
capture the strongest rotational tendency in the data. The jPC pro-
jections are simply linear projections of response patterns that are
strongly present in the data; if a given pattern is not present in the
top six PCs it cannot be present in the jPCs.

The central finding of this study is that quasi-oscillatory neural res-
ponses are present during reaches. This is illustrated by the average
firing rate of an example motor cortex neuron (Fig. 1c) and the corres-
ponding population-level projection (Fig. 1f). The rotation of the neural
state is short lived (,1 cycle) but otherwise resembles rotations seen
during rhythmic movement. This finding is surprising—the reaches
themselves are not rhythmic—yet it agrees with recent theoretical
suggestions15,22. There might be a concern that the patterns in
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Fig. 1c, f are idiosyncratic. But, as shown below, rotations of the neural
state are one of the most prominent features of the data.

Quasi-rhythmic responses during reaching
We analysed 469 single-neuron recordings from motor and premotor
cortex of four monkeys (identified as A, B, J, N). We made a further 364
simultaneous recordings (single and multi-unit isolations) from two
pairs of implanted 96-electrode arrays (monkeys J, N). Monkeys
executed straight reaches (monkeys A, B) or straight and curved reaches
(monkeys J, N). An instructed delay paradigm allowed monkeys to
prepare their reaches before a go cue. We analysed 9 data sets, each
using 27–108 reach types (‘conditions’). For each neuron and con-
dition we computed and analysed the average across-trial firing rate.

Most neurons exhibited preparatory and movement-related res-
ponses (Fig. 2). Responses were typically complex, multiphasic and
heterogeneous14. Yet there appear to be oscillations in many single-
neuron responses, beginning just before movement onset and lasting
for ,1–1.5 cycles. These quasi-oscillatory patterns were seen for all
reach types and all monkeys. Yet interpretational caution is warranted:
multiphasic responses might exist for any number of reasons. The
critical question is whether there exists orderly rotational structure,
across conditions, at the population level.

We have proposed that motor cortex responses reflect the evolution
of a neural dynamical system, starting at an initial state set by pre-
paratory activity14,15,17,18,26. If the rotations of the neural state (Fig. 1f)
reflect straightforward dynamics, then similar rotations should be
seen for all conditions. In particular, the neural state should rotate
in the same direction for all conditions15, even when reaches are in
opposition.

We projected the population response for all conditions onto
the jPC plane. This was done for 200 ms of data, beginning when

preparatory activity transitions to movement-related activity (Sup-
plementary Movie 3 shows a longer span of time). The resulting
projections (Fig. 3a–f) show four notable features. First, rotations of
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Figure 1 | Oscillation of neural firing rates during three movement types.
a, Response of 1 of 164 neurons (simultaneously recorded using voltage-
sensitive dye) in the isolated leech central nervous system during a swimming
motor pattern. Responses (not averaged across repetitions) were filtered with a
100 ms Gaussian kernel. a.u., arbitrary units. b, Multi-unit response from 1 of
96 electrodes implanted in the arm representation of caudal premotor cortex.
Data from 32 such channels were wirelessly transmitted during walking. sp s21,
spikes per second. Responses (not averaged across repetitions) were filtered

with a 100 ms Gaussian kernel. c, Response of 1 of 118 neurons recorded from
motor cortex of a reaching monkey (N) using single-electrode techniques.
Firing rates were smoothed with a 24 ms Gaussian and averaged across 9
repetitions of the illustrated leftwards reach (flanking traces show s.e.m.).
d, Projection of the leech population response into the two-dimensional jPCA
space. The two dimensions are plotted versus each other (top) and versus time
(bottom). Units are arbitrary but fixed between axes. e, Similar projection for
the walking monkey. f, Similar projection for the reaching monkey.
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Figure 2 | Firing rate versus time for ten example neurons, highlighting the
multiphasic response patterns. Each trace plots mean across-trial firing rate
for one condition. Traces are coloured red to green based on the level of
preparatory activity observed for that neuron. This allows inspection of how the
pattern of preparatory tuning changes during the movement. Data were
averaged separately locked to target onset, the go cue, and movement onset. To
aid viewing, traces are interpolated across the gaps between epochs. Vertical
scale bars indicate 20 spikes s21. Insets plot hand trajectories, which are
different for each data set. Traces are coloured using the same code as for the
neural data: red traces indicate those conditions with the greatest preparatory
response.
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the neural state are prevalent during reaching. Second, the neural
state rotates in the same direction across conditions (Fig. 3, different
traces). Third, the rotation phase follows naturally from the pre-
paratory state. Last, state-space rotations do not relate directly to
reach curvature. Monkeys A and B executed straight reaches;
monkeys J and N executed a mixture of straight reaches, clockwise-
curving reaches, and anticlockwise-curving reaches (Fig. 2, insets).
Yet for each data set the neural state rotates in the same direction
across conditions. Rotations appear to reflect dynamics that are con-
sistent across conditions, rather than the pattern of kinematics per se.

If the initial population-level preparatory state is known (Fig. 3,
circles) subsequent states are reasonably predictable. Such predict-
ability is absent at the individual-neuron level: the correlation
between preparatory and movement tuning averages nearly zero15.
Nevertheless, the ordered state-space rotations relate directly to the
seemingly disordered single-neuron responses. Each axis of the jPCA
projection captures a time-varying pattern that resembles a single-
neuron response (Supplementary Fig. 1). Single neurons strongly
reflect combinations of these underlying patterns. However, that
underlying structure is not readily apparent when plotting each
pattern alone, or each neuron individually15. Furthermore, the rota-
tions during reaching are quasi-oscillatory, lasting only 1–1.5 cycles
(Fig. 1c; also see Supplementary Movie 3). Their brevity and high
frequency (up to ,2.5 Hz) makes them easy to miss unless trial counts
are high (data sets averaged 810 trials per neuron) and data are pre-
cisely aligned on movement onset (Methods).

Controls regarding rotational structure
The central result of this study is the presence of the rotational
patterns seen in Fig. 3. Those projections captured an average of
28% of the total data variance, and thus reveal patterns that are
strongly present in the data. However, one must be concerned that

such patterns could have appeared by accident or for trivial reasons.
To address this possibility, multiple ‘shuffle’ controls demonstrate
that jPCA does not find rotational structure when such structure is
not present (Supplementary Figs 2, 3 and Supplementary Movie 4).
Similarly, rotations in the walking monkey were not erroneously
found when the monkey was stationary (Supplementary Movie 1).

The fact that a single plane (two dimensions) captures an average of
28% of the total data variance is notable, given the high dimensionality
of the data itself14. As a comparison, the dimensions defined by PC2
and PC3 (which by definition capture the second- and third-most data
variance possible) together capture 29% of the total variance. Thus,
the jPCA projection simply captures response patterns that were
always present in the top PCs, but were difficult to see because they
were not axis aligned. In fact, there were typically two or three ortho-
gonal planes that captured rotational structure at different frequencies
(Supplementary Fig. 4). Together these captured 50–70% of the total
data variance. Thus, rotations are a dominant feature of the popu-
lation response. This was true for primary motor cortex and dorsal
premotor cortex independently (Supplementary Fig. 5).

Rotations, kinematics and EMG
Traditional views posit that motor cortex neurons are tuned for
movement parameters such as direction. This perspective does not
naturally account for the data in Fig. 3. We simulated neural popula-
tions that were directionally tuned for velocity with an additional
non-directional sensitivity to speed27. Simulated preparatory activity
was tuned for reach direction and distance28. We simulated one ‘velo-
city model’ data set per recorded data set, based upon the recorded
velocities and endpoints. Firing rates, trial counts, neuron counts and
spiking noise were matched to the recorded data. For velocity-model
populations, jPCA found no robust or consistent rotations (Fig. 4a, d,
h). This was true for all data sets (summary analysis below) including
those with curved reaches (for example, Fig. 4h). We also simulated a
‘complex-kinematic’ model in which responses reflected the weighted
sum of kinematic parameters (position, velocity, acceleration and
jerk) that correlate with muscle activity6. This model produced multi-
phasic responses but not consistent rotations (Fig. 4b, e, i). We also
recorded EMG (electromyograms) from a population of muscles
(6–12 recordings per data set). Although EMG is strongly multiphasic,
the population of muscles did not show consistent rotations (Fig. 4c, f, j;
summary data below). This was not due to the smaller size of the
muscle population (Supplementary Fig. 6). In sum, rotations in state
space require more than multiphasic responses: they require a pair of
multiphasic patterns with phases consistently ,90u apart. The neural
population contains that complementary pair; the simulated and
muscle populations do not. Still, EMG may bear some relationship
to the observed rotations—a possibility explored below.

The rotations of the neural state are a robust feature of the physio-
logical data, but it is not immediately apparent how those rotations
relate to the reaches themselves. This question is especially relevant
because the reaches were not overtly rhythmic. A possible answer is
that muscle activity might be constructed from an oscillatory basis. To
test whether this is plausible, we simulated a simple dynamical model
possessing two orthogonal rotations in state space: one at a high
frequency and one at a low frequency. Muscle activity was fit as the
sum of the resulting oscillations in the temporal domain. For example,
when fitting the deltoid EMG for dataset J3 (the third data set from
monkey J) the higher-frequency rotation in the model occurred at
2.8 Hz (Fig. 5a). Different conditions (9 and 25 are shown) involved
different amplitudes and phases, set by the preparatory state of the
model. The vertical, ‘lagging’ dimension drove simulated muscle
activity, and the projections onto that dimension (Fig. 5b, c, dark
blue) provided key features of the EMG fit. The slower features are
provided by a 0.3 Hz oscillation (not shown).

This ‘generator model’ provided excellent EMG fits (Fig. 5b, c and
Supplementary Figs 7 and 8). The fit/EMG correlation ranged from
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Figure 3 | Projections of the neural population response. a, Projection for
monkey B (74 neurons; 28 straight-reach conditions). Each trace (one
condition) plots the first 200 ms of movement-related activity away from the
preparatory state (circles). Traces are coloured on the basis of the preparatory-
state projection onto jPC1. a.u., arbitrary units. b, Projection for monkey A (64
neurons; 28 straight-reach conditions). c, Monkey J, data set 3 (55 neurons; 27
straight- and curved-reach conditions). d, Monkey N (118 neurons; 27 straight-
and curved-reach conditions). e, Monkey J-array (146 isolations; 108 straight-
and curved-reach conditions). f, Monkey N-array (218 isolations; 108 straight-
and curved-reach conditions).
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0.97–0.99 across data sets. Thus, deltoid activity could always be
generated from the sum of two underlying rotations whose phases
and amplitudes (but not frequencies) vary across conditions. This
raises a subtle but key point: although EMG responses do not
themselves exhibit state-space rotations, EMG can nevertheless be
constructed from underlying rotations. This observation need not
imply that cortex directly controls muscles. Yet it illustrates the
plausibility of direct control6, and demonstrates that rotations provide
a natural basis for generating non-rhythmic movement.

Faster reaches might have been expected to involve faster rotations,
or longer reaches to involve longer rotations. However, EMG could be
fit using two rotations with fixed frequency and duration. This was
true even though the 27 conditions differed greatly in reach speed and
duration (Fig. 5g). We return to this point below.

For representational models, individual-unit responses reflect the
‘factors’ for which those units are tuned. For a dynamical model,
individual-unit responses should reflect the underlying dynamical
factors: the patterns present on each axis of the state space. We simu-
lated a population of generator-model units whose rates depended,
with random weights, on these underlying patterns. ‘Preparatory’
activity was simply the initial state. Simulated units displayed multi-
phasic response patterns resembling those of real neurons (Fig. 5d, e
and Supplementary Fig. 8). Both real and simulated responses exhib-
ited reversals in ‘preferred condition’14 and a weak correlation
between preparatory and movement-period ‘tuning’15,29. Despite such
surface complexity, jPCA projections of the simulated populations

successfully reveal the simple underlying rotations (Fig. 5f). These
rotations resemble those observed for the neural data (Fig. 3).

Population-level quantification
To quantify rotation strength we measured the angle from the neural
state in the jPCA plane (x) to its derivative ( _x) for every condition and
time (Fig. 6a). The first jPCA plane is oriented such that the average
rotational tendency of the data—however weak or strong—is anti-
clockwise. Thus, angles near positive p/2 indicate a strong rotational
component. The neural data and the generator model have distribu-
tions with peaks near p/2. In contrast, the velocity-tuned model, the
complex-kinematic model, and EMG all had distributions that peaked
slightly above zero.

Rotation strength was also quantified via the jPCA computation, in
which the data were fit with:

_x(t,c)~Mskewx(t,c) !3"
where x(t,c) is the k-dimensional (k 5 6 for all figures) population
state for time t and condition c. Mskew is a skew-symmetric matrix
(Mskew 5 2 MT

skew) that captures rotational dynamics. The first two
jPCs were the two eigenvectors associated with the largest-magnitude
eigenvalues of Mskew, which indicate the strongest rotational plane in
the dynamical system fit by equation (3). Projecting data onto those
jPCs (as in Figs 3 and 4) reveals the prevalence of rotations. We can
also assess rotation prevalence by quantifying how well Mskew fits the
data relative to an unconstrained matrix M. That unconstrained
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matrix M provides the best performance of any matrix (skew-
symmetric matrices are a subset of unconstrained matrices). For the
neural data and generator model, the fit provided by Mskew was nearly
as good as the fit provided by the best unconstrained M (Fig. 6b). For
the velocity-tuned and complex-kinematic models, Mskew performed
poorly. Results were similar whether we considered all six dimensions
or just the plane with the strongest rotations (the plane defined by the
first two jPCs). Thus, of those dynamics that can be captured linearly,
rotational dynamics dominate only for the generator model and
neural data.

EMG data showed weak rotations (Fig. 6a, b, red), underscoring a
central point: state-space rotations result not from a multiphasic

signal, but from how that signal is constructed. For example, the
generator model exhibits rotations even though the EMG does not.
More generally, many features of the observed rotations make sense in
terms of how outputs (EMG, kinematics) might be generated, rather
than in terms of the outputs themselves. For example, a strong intu-
ition, and a prediction of most hypotheses of motor cortex, is that
neural responses should unfold faster for faster movements. However,
the generator model makes the opposite prediction; rotation
frequencies are fixed. We tested this prediction using two data sets
where target colour instructed fast versus slow reaches. Both the
generator model and the neural data exhibited rotations that were
of similar angular velocity for fast and slow reaches (Fig. 6c, d). The
same point can be made by separately applying jPCA for fast and slow
reaches: the largest eigenvalues of Mskew were actually slightly smaller
for fast reaches (8.8 versus 9.8 radians s21 for monkey A, 12.2 versus
13.5 radians s21 for monkey B). Rotation amplitude, rather than fre-
quency, differed between speeds (Fig. 6c, d). This finding is readily
interpretable in light of the generator model: larger-amplitude rota-
tions produce more strongly multiphasic responses, a feature of the
EMG necessary to drive larger accelerations/decelerations (also see
Supplementary Fig. 9).

Discussion
Rotations of the population state are a prominent feature of the
cortical response during reaching. Rotations follow naturally from
the preparatory state and are consistent in direction and angular
velocity across the different reaches that each monkey performed.
The rotational structure is much stronger and more consistent than
expected from chance or previous models. These population-level
rotations are a relatively simple dynamical feature yet explain
seemingly complex features of individual-neuron responses, includ-
ing frequent reversals of preferred direction14,30, and the lack of cor-
relation between preparatory and movement-period tuning15,29

(Fig. 5d, e and Supplementary Fig. 8). State-space rotations produce
briefly oscillatory temporal patterns that provide an effective basis for
producing multiphasic muscle activity, suggesting that non-periodic
movements may be generated via neural mechanisms resembling
those that generate rhythmic movement20,22,31–33.

Recent results suggest that preparatory activity sets the initial state
of a dynamical system, whose subsequent evolution produces move-
ment activity15. Aspects of these dynamics—a rotation away from the
preparatory state—appear straightforward. However, the circuitry
that creates these dynamics is unclear; it may be purely local, or
may involve recurrent circuitry34 that links motor cortex with the
spinal cord and with subcortical structures35. Peripheral feedback is
also expected to shape neural dynamics36, although this cannot
account for the first ,150 ms of ‘neural motion’ (the hand has yet
to move). The finding that dynamics are captured by a skew-symmetric
matrix suggests functionally antisymmetric connectivity: a given
neural dimension (for example, jPC1) positively influences another
(for example, jPC2), which negatively influences the first. However,
it is unclear whether this population-level pattern directly reflects a
circuit-level dominance of antisymmetric connectivity. We also stress
that although rotations are a dominant pattern in the data across
multiple dimensions (Supplementary Fig. 4), non-rotational compo-
nents exist as well, perhaps reflecting the nonlinear dynamics necessary
for initiating or terminating movement, for stability37, and for feedback
control16,38.

It is hoped that a focus on the dynamics that generate movement will
help transcend the controversy over what single neurons in motor
cortex ‘code’ or ‘represent.’ Many of the neural response features that
seem most baffling from a representational perspective are natural and
straightforward from a population-level dynamical systems perspec-
tive. It therefore seems increasing likely that motor cortex can be
understood in relatively straightforward terms: as an engine of move-
ment that uses lawful dynamics.
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METHODS SUMMARY
Optical recordings from the isolated leech central nervous system were made by
K. Briggman and W. Kristan and have been described previously24,25. We
recorded neural activity from trained monkeys using both single- and multi-
electrode techniques. We recorded from the arm representation of premotor
cortex using a wireless system while the monkey walked to obtain juice from
the front of a treadmill. We recorded from the arm representation of motor and
premotor cortex while monkeys reached to targets projected onto a vertically
oriented screen, also for a juice reward. All surgical and animal care procedures
were performed in accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines and
were approved by the Stanford University Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Recordings and task design. Recordings from the isolated leech central nervous
system were made by K. Briggman and W. Kristan and have been described
previously24,25. Recordings from monkey cortex were made using both a delayed
reach task (with head restraint) and from an unrestrained monkey walking on a
treadmill39–41. Animal protocols were approved by the Stanford University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Most analyses concerned data collected during delayed reach tasks, for which
our basic methods have been described previously15,29,42. Briefly, four male rhesus
monkeys (A, B, J and N) performed delayed reaches on a fronto-parallel screen.
Delays ranged from 0–1,000 ms (the exact range varied by monkey). Only trials
with delays .400 ms were analysed. Fixation was enforced (at the central spot)
during the delay for monkeys J and N. We used two variants of a centre-out
reaching task. In the ‘speed task’ monkeys A and B reached to radially arranged
targets at two distances. Reach speed was instructed by target colour (28 total
conditions)18. In the ‘maze task’ monkeys J and N made both straight reaches and
reaches that curved around one or more intervening barriers. This task was
beneficial because of the large variety of different reaches that could be evoked.
Typically we used 27 conditions: each providing a particular arrangement of
target and barriers. Monkey J performed the task for four different sets of 27
conditions, resulting in four data sets (J1–J4). For the monkey J-array and N-array
data sets, 108 conditions were presented in the same recording session.
Recordings from three of the four monkeys (A, B and J) have been analysed in
prior publications (for example, ref. 15).

Recordings were made from primary motor cortex (M1, both surface and
sulcal) and from the adjacent (caudal) aspect of dorsal premotor cortex (PMd).
Supplementary Fig. 5 shows the central analysis divided by area. Seven of the nine
data sets (monkey A, B, J1, J2, J3, J4 and N) were recorded with conventional
single-electrode techniques. These data sets involved a total of 469 single-unit
isolations. The other two data sets (monkey J-array, recorded 18 September 2009;
monkey N-array, recorded 23 September 2010) used pairs of chronically
implanted 96-electrode arrays (Blackrock Microsystems). These array-based data
sets involved, respectively, 146 and 218 isolations (each a mix of single and multi-
unit isolations).

Arrays were implanted after directly visualizing sulcal landmarks. Single-
electrode recordings were guided by stereotaxic criteria, the known response
properties of M1 and PMd, and the effects of microstimulation. For all monkeys,
at some point the dura was reflected and the sulcal landmarks directly visualized.
Recordings were medial to the arcuate spur and lateral to the precentral dimple.
Recordings were not made within rostral PMd, near the arcuate sulcus. Sulcal M1,
surface M1, and caudal PMd are contiguous. Although there are important dif-
ferences in their average response properties (for example, delay period activity is
more common in PMd), these differences are far from absolute: M1-like neurons
are frequently found in caudal PMd and vice versa. Most analyses thus considered
all neurons without attempting to divide them on the basis of either anatomy or
response properties (although see Supplementary Fig. 5).

For the freely walking monkey, data were recorded from an array implanted in
the arm representation of PMd. The times of threshold crossings on 32 of the 96
channels were wirelessly transmitted using the HermesD system39,41. Behavioural
data were recorded using a commercially available video camera. Juice was dis-
pensed at one end of the treadmill, providing incentive for the monkey to walk
continuously.

EMG data were collected as described previously42. EMG records were rectified,
smoothed and averaged before further analysis. A total of 61 recordings were made
from six muscle groups: deltoid, biceps brachii, triceps brachii, trapezius, latissimus
dorsi and pectoralis. Most data sets contained multiple recordings from each muscle
(for example, one from each of the three heads of the deltoid). The total number of
EMG recordings for some data sets was thus as high as 12. EMG was recorded for all
data sets except those recorded using arrays.
Computing average firing rate as a function of time. Average trial counts were
high (an average of 810 trials per neuron). To ensure response features were not
lost to averaging, a concerted effort was made to compute the average firing rate
only over trials with nearly identical reach trajectories. This was done by training
to a high level of stereotyped behaviour, and by discarding the few trials for which
behaviour was not tightly stereotyped. Average firing rates were further de-noised
by filtering with a Gaussian (20 or 24 ms depending on the data set) and using a
custom-developed smoothing method that discards idiosyncratic features that
are both small and not shared across conditions (see supplementary figure 4 in
ref. 15). This method improves the signal-to-noise ratio without over-smoothing
in the temporal domain, which was important for preserving high-frequency
features of the response. This step aids the visualization of single-neuron firing
rates, but had essentially no effect on any of the population-level analyses

(Supplementary Fig. 10). EMG recordings and ‘recordings’ of simulated neurons
were processed using all the same steps as for the neural data.

Because the delay period and reaction time were variable, firing rates were
computed separately locked to target onset, the go cue, and movement onset.
For presentation (where one wishes to follow a trace through different epochs) we
interpolated over the gaps between the three epochs.
Fitting the generator model to EMG. For the generator model, we directly
simulated two state-space rotations. The goal was to start not by simulating the
responses of individual units, but by directly simulating the underlying structure
of the population data in state space. The two simulated rotations produced
patterns that were summed to fit the EMG for the deltoid. For example, the
deltoid EMG for data set J3 was fit using a 2.8 Hz rotation and a 0.3 Hz rotation.
Each rotation consisted of leading and lagging sinusoids windowed by a gamma
function, with the initial state extended backwards in time to mimic preparatory
activity (for example, Fig. 5a, b, c). The amplitude and phase of that rotation was
different for every condition, to allow the model to fit the different EMG patterns
recorded for each condition. Importantly, for a given data set the rotation always
had the same frequency regardless of condition, with a rise and decay defined by
the same windowing gamma function (for example, the 2.8 Hz rotation was
always at 2.8 Hz and the 0.3 Hz rotation was always at 0.3 Hz). This mimics a
dynamical system that is the same across conditions except for an initial state that
determines phase and amplitude. EMG was fit as the sum of the lagging sinusoids,
one for each of the two frequencies.

Optimization involved two levels. At the level of each individual condition, the
amplitudes and phases that provided the best fit were found via regression.
Regression exploited the fact that every possible amplitude/phase of a sinusoid
can be constructed via a linear combination of a sine and cosine. This step is thus
both fast and guaranteed to find the best fit. Regression involved an offset term,
which could be different for each condition. At the level of the whole data set, we
numerically optimized the two frequencies, the mean and shape parameter of the
windowing gamma function, and the time when oscillations began. Optimization
was started from many initial parameter choices and the best fit was chosen.

Each condition’s simulated EMG is simply the sum of two windowed sinusoids
and a variable offset. However, the central idea of the generator model is that
those sinusoids result from rotations in an internal state space. The generator
model thus embodied five basic patterns: the pair of leading and lagging dimen-
sions that make up each rotation plus the offset.
Simulated neural data. We produced two classes of simulated neural data sets.
The first class (the velocity model and complex-kinematic model) was based on a
traditional framework in which units were cosine tuned for kinematic factors. The
second class was based on the generator model describe above, which emulates a
simple dynamical system. For both classes of model, the firing rates of individual
units were assumed to depend upon underlying factors. For the velocity-tuned
model, movement-period activity was based upon three underlying factors:
horizontal reach velocity, vertical reach velocity, and reach speed (for example,
see ref. 27). Each unit thus had a preferred direction in velocity space. Preparatory
activity was based upon three additional underlying factors: horizontal reach
endpoint, vertical reach endpoint, and peak reach speed. For the complex-
kinematic model, we assumed that because muscle activity reflects a variety of
kinematic factors (position, velocity, acceleration, jerk) neural activity might
share this property6,30. As with the velocity model, each unit was cosine tuned
with a preferred direction in physical space. Simulated activity depended on
motion in that preferred direction with the following sensitivities: 25 (spikes s21)
m21, 10 (spikes s21)/(m s21), 1 (spikes s21)/(m s22), 0.05 (spikes s21)/(m s23).
These constants are taken from a published model6, but have been adjusted as
follows. First, the sensitivity to position has been reduced by half, otherwise it
tended to dominate to an unrealistic degree. Second, a sensitivity to jerk has been
added. This makes for a more stringent control (it increases the multiphasic
aspects of the simulated responses) and captures the expectation that cortical
activity might be more phasic than muscle activity. Preparatory activity was
sensitive to target endpoint.

For the generator model, the underlying factors were the oscillatory patterns
captured by the underlying state space. These patterns defined both the move-
ment period and (via the initial state for each pattern) preparatory activity. Also
included as underlying factors were the two gamma functions that defined the
oscillation envelopes. These factors were the same across all conditions, and were
included to mimic the overall change in excitability that is presumed to cause the
waxing and waning of oscillations. The inclusion of these un-tuned factors had a
similar impact on the generator-model neurons as did the non-directional speed
factor for the velocity-tuned model neurons. However, although the addition of
these un-tuned factors served to increase the variety and realism of the simulated
responses, it has essentially no impact on the main analyses (Figs 5g and 6). Those
analyses are sensitive only to response aspects that differ among conditions.
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The firing rate of each simulated unit was a random combination of the
underlying factors. For the velocity and complex-kinematic models, the random
combinations resulted in a roughly uniform range of preferred directions for both
the preparatory and movement periods. For the generator model, the random
combinations resulted in simulated units that typically reflected both oscillation
frequencies, with a roughly uniform distribution of phases. This is indeed the
default expectation for a large network that supports two oscillatory modes.

To produce simulated data with realistic levels of noise, we ‘recorded’ simu-
lated spikes that were produced via a gamma-interval process (order 2) based on
the underlying firing rate. For each neural data set, we simulated one unit for
every recorded neuron, and matched the overall firing rates and trial counts of
each simulated unit to those of the respective recorded neuron. The simulated
spiking data was then analysed just as for the actual neural data. The velocity and
complex-kinematic models each produced nine simulated data sets (one for every
real data set). The generator model produced seven: it could not be simulated for
the J-array or N-array data sets, as we did not attempt to record EMG for those
108-condition experiments.
Projections that capture rotational structure. We produced projections of the
population data using a novel dimensionality reduction method, jPCA, designed
for the present application. For most analyses we analysed 200 ms of time,
sampled every 10 ms, starting just before the rapid change in neural activity that
precedes movement onset. Before applying jPCA, a number of pre-processing
steps were applied to the data (these same steps were also applied to the simulated
data and EMG). Responses were normalized to have a similar firing-rate range for
all neurons. ‘Soft’ normalization was used, so that neurons with very strong
responses were reduced to approximately unity range, but neurons with weak
responses had less than unity range. For each neuron, the data were mean-centred
at every time: the average across-condition response was subtracted from the
response for each condition. Thus, all subsequent analysis focused on those
aspects of the neural response that differ across conditions. This pre-processing
step can be skipped (see Supplementary Fig. 11) but the resulting projections
often capture rotations that are similar for all conditions. In such cases one fails to
gain multiple views of the underlying process, making it difficult to infer whether
rotations are due to dynamics or to more trivial possibilities. It was thus deemed
more conservative to only interpret projections where activity unfolds differently
across conditions. Related population analyses (for example, the population
vector) achieve the same end implicitly: non-directional aspects of the response
cancel out. The pre-processing steps (and all subsequent analysis steps) were
applied in the same way to all data sets, real and simulated.

The most critical pre-processing step was the use of traditional PCA. We
compiled a data matrix, X, of size n 3 ct, where n is the number of neurons, c
is the number of conditions, and t is the number of time points. This matrix
simply contains the firing rates of every neuron for every condition and every
analysed time. We then used PCA to reduce the dimensionality of X from n 3 ct
to k 3 ct. k 5 6 for all analyses in the main text, which is conservative given the
true dimensionality of the data14. The resulting 6 3 ct matrix, Xred, defines a six-
dimensional neural state for every time and condition. By pre-processing with
PCA, we ensure that when jPCA is subsequently applied, it reveals only patterns
of activity that are strongly present across neurons. Pre-processing with PCA
greatly reduces any potential concern that the observed rotations were found

simply by looking in a very high-dimensional space (also see shuffle controls in
Supplementary Figs 2 and 3).

jPCA is a method for finding projections (onto an orthonormal basis) that
captures rotational structure in the data. jPCA is based on a comparison of the
neural state with its derivative. We computed _Xred, of size 6 3 c(t 2 1) by taking
the difference in the state between adjacent time points within each row of Xred.
We then fit using

_Xred~MXred !4"

and

_Xred~MskewXred !5"

(To keep the dimensions appropriate, the final time point for each condition in
Xred was removed so that it was also 6 3 c(t 2 1)). Thus, we are attempting to find
matrices M and Mskew that take the state at each time in Xred, and transform it into
the derivative of the state in _Xred. M can be found using linear regression. Finding
Mskew requires more complex (but still linear) operations (see Supplementary
Derivation for more detail). The quality of the above fits was assessed using R2 (for
example, Fig. 6b). R2 captures the ability to linearly predict the data in _Xred (across
all times and conditions) from the data in Xred.

Mskew has imaginary eigenvalues, and thus captures rotational dynamics. The
strongest, most rapid rotations in the dynamical system occur in the plane defined
by the eigenvectors associated with the largest two (complex-conjugate) imaginary
eigenvalues. These eigenvectors (V1 and V2) are complex, but the associated real
plane can be found by: jPC1 5 V1 1 V2, and jPC2 5 j(V1 2 V2) (after resolving
the ambiguity in the polarity of V1 and V2 such that their real components have
the same sign). The first jPCA projection is then XjPCA 5 (jPC1; jPC2) 3 Xred. The
matrix XjPCA is thus of size 2 3 ct , and describes the neural state, projected onto
two dimensions, for every time and condition. For a given jPCA plane, the choice
of orthogonal vectors (jPC1 and jPC2) within that plane is arbitrary. We therefore
selected jPC1 and jPC2 so that any net rotation was anticlockwise (the same choice
was of course used across all conditions for a given data set) and so that the spread
of preparatory states was strongest along jPC1. We also computed the proportion
of the total data variance captured by the jPCA plane, in a manner exactly ana-
logous to that for PCA.

It is worth stressing that the six jPCs form an orthonormal basis that spans
exactly the same space as the first six PCs. Thus, all patterns seen in the jPCA
projections are also present in the PCA projections (the rotational patterns are
simply not axis aligned in the latter case, and are thus less obvious to the eye; see
Supplementary Movie 2).
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Supplementary Figures and Legends: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Supplementary figure 1.  Projection onto each jPCA axis as a function of time.  Data is shown for monkey J3.  The 
plot of the jPCA plane uses the same format as in figure 3 of the main text.  The plots versus time use the same 
format as for the individual-neuron PSTHs in figure 2 of the main text (though here the vertical units are arbitrary).  
Traces are colored red to green based on the level of preparatory activity for that projection.  This allows 
visualization of ‘tuning’ with respect to the reach trajectories (inset).  Direction ‘tuning’ is present but imperfect in 
the projections, much as it is for the neurons upon which the projections are based. 

Indeed, in many ways the projections versus time look as if they could be the responses of single neurons.  This 
is not accidental: the jPCA projections capture responses that are strongly present in the responses of individual 
neurons.  Conversely, the jPCA projections are simply weighted sums of individual-neuron responses.  Each jPCA 
projection can thus be interpreted much as with a traditional ‘population average’.  The key difference is that the 
weights used for jPCA are chosen by the algorithm, rather than set by hand according to the ‘preferred direction’. 

As with the supplementary movies and other plots that show an extended period of time, these projections were 
based on the top ten PCs rather than the top six.  This is not critical but aids in finding a projection that works well 
across a wide range of times. 
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Supplementary figure 2.  Construction of 
shuffle controls, illustrated for an example 
neuron.  A potential concern is that the jPCA 
method might be powerful enough to find 
state-space rotations for any population 
response that contains diverse and multiphasic 
responses.  This would be a large concern were 
one analyzing a few conditions in a very high-
dimensional space.  However, our analyses 
involved 27-108 conditions, and were applied 
only after the data dimensionality was reduced 
using traditional PCA.  Nevertheless, it is 
prudent to empirically evaluate the degree to 
which rotational patterns might be found by 
chance simply because responses are diverse 
and complex.   

To evaluate this possibility we performed 
three shuffle controls that preserve response 
diversity and complexity, but disrupt the deep 
structure of the data.  If robust rotational 
structure can be seen in the shuffled controls, 
then this would be a cause for serious concern.  
It would indicate that rotations can be found by 
our methods even when not truly present.  

All shuffle controls are based on the 
distinction between preparatory activity (which is left intact) and peri-movement activity (which was shuffled in 
three different ways).  We picked a time-point 50 ms after the go cue as the dividing point between preparatory and 
peri-movement activity.  For the first shuffled control, the pattern of peri-movement activity was inverted for half of 
the conditions, selected at random.  The inversion was performed around the dividing time-point, such that 
continuity with preparatory activity was preserved.  This procedure was performed separately for each neuron.  

The second shuffle control was similar to the first, but inverted the peri-movement activity pattern for all 
conditions.  This manipulation is not expected to remove all rotational structure (most such structure is merely sign-
inverted).  However, this manipulation is expected to largely remove any consistent relationship (assuming there is 
one) between the preparatory state and the phase of subsequent oscillations.  Thus, for the time period of interest, 
this shuffle control is expected to greatly reduce the consistency of any true rotations, especially the relationship 
between phase and initial state. 

The third shuffle control randomly reassigned the peri-movement activity from one condition to the preparatory 
activity from another.  The beginning of the peri-movement pattern was simply appended to the final firing rate 
during the preparatory state, such that there was no discontinuity  The same reassignment was performed for all 
neurons.  As with the second control, this third shuffle control is not expected to remove all rotational structure 
(many of the peri-movement activity patterns are altered only modestly by this manipulation).  However, any true 
relationship between rotation phase and initial state is expected to be disrupted.  Thus, for the time period of interest, 
this shuffle control is expected to greatly reduce the consistency of any true rotations, especially the relationship 
between phase and initial state. 

For each control, if strong rotational structure survives the shuffle procedure, then that will be taken as evidence 
that the jPCA method can erroneously extract such structure even when it is absent or weakly present.  This would 
make the central results in figure 3 impossible to interpret.  If strong rotational structure is lost following the shuffle, 
then that will be taken as evidence that such structure was in fact present in the original data to a much greater 
degree than expected by chance. 
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Supplementary figure 3.  Effect of the shuffle controls illustrated in supplementary figure 2.  Each panel plots the 
jPCA projection of the population response for the J-array dataset (108 reach conditions).  The top-left panel plots 
the projection for the original, un-shuffled data (same as figure 3e of the main text).  The other panels plot the 
projections when jPCA was applied following the three shuffle controls.  While many individual trajectories remain 
curved, the overall robustness of the rotational structure, and the relationship between phase and initial state, is 
largely lost following shuffling.  This indicates that the pattern seen in the top-left panel reflects real underlying 
structure in the population response, rather that the ability of our method to find such structure by chance.  Shuffle 
controls had similar effects across all datasets. 
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Supplementary figure 4.  The data contain multiple planes with rotations.  Data are shown for two datasets (monkey 
B and monkey J-array).  Very similar findings were obtained for all datasets.  Each column plots the first three jPCA 
planes (the top six jPCs) found within the top 10 PCs.  All three planes contained rotational structure that was 
coherent (in the same direction and at a similar angular velocity) across conditions.  However, rotations were slower 
(as expected) and less orderly for the higher-numbered jPCA planes.  The top three jPCA planes (spanning six 
dimensions) captured 60% (monkey B) and 54% (monkey J-array) of the total variance in the data.  For comparison, 
the top six PCs (which by definition capture the most variance possible) captured 72% and 64% of the variance.  
These findings were typical: all datasets contained two, and usually three, planes that captured rotations.  Together 
these planes captured 50-70% of the data variance (range is across datasets).  The planes shown were found by 
applying jPCA to the top 10 PCs, rather than the top 6 as in the main text.  This is necessary; it is unlikely that the 
six dimensions with the strongest rotations would fortuitously align with the top 6 PCs.   
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Supplementary figure 5.  
Analysis segregated by area 
(caudal PMd versus M1).  
Analysis employed data from 
two monkeys, each implanted 
with a pair of electrode arrays.  
Each array spanned ~4-6 mm 
of anterior-posterior distance, 
with ~1-2 mm of separation at 
the closest point.  We refer to 
the two arrays as the ‘PMd 
array’ and the ‘M1 array’, 
though it should be kept in 
mind that border between these 
two areas is not sharp. Shown 
are the J-9-18-2009 and N-9-
23-2010 datasets employed in 
the main text, plus two 
additional datasets collected on 
different dates: J-11-06-2009 
and N-9-10-2010.  The 
additional datasets employed 
the same design as those 
shown in the main text, and 
were added to give a sense of 
the consistency of the effects 
described below.   

Both PMd and M1 
exhibited clear rotations of the 
neural state.  However, there 
were two subtle but noticeable 
differences between the 
projections for the PMd and 
M1 arrays.  First, for PMd the 
preparatory state tended to be 
better separated across 
conditions.  This is consistent 
with the long-reported fact that 
PMd tends to exhibit stronger 
preparatory activity.  Second, 
the angular velocity of the 
rotations was in each case 
slightly higher for M1.  We 
suspect that this effect may be 
real.  It is consistent with our 
informal observations, notable 
in every dataset we have 

inspected so far, that neurons recorded in posterior sites are more likely to exhibit high-frequency response features.  
Still, we wish to stress that PMd-like neurons are frequently found in M1 and vice versa.  And of course both arrays 
exhibited overall patterns that were qualitatively very similar: the neural state rotated away from the initial 
preparatory state, with a direction and angular velocity that was reasonably consistent across all 108 reach 
conditions. 

Variance captured refers to the proportion of total data variance that lies within the jPCA plane.  This was 
typically 20-35%.  Capturing more than this using two dimensions is unlikely, given the high-dimensional nature of 
the neural data. 
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Supplementary figure 6.  Effect of down-sampling the population of recorded neurons to the same size as the 
population of recorded muscles.  As reported in the main text (fig. 4f,j and fig. 6a,b) the recorded populations of 
muscles did not exhibit strong rotations in the jPCA plane.  A potential concern is that the population of muscle 
recordings might have shown weak rotations (relative to the neural population) simply because fewer muscles were 
recorded than neurons.  Across datasets, 6-12 muscles were recorded, compared with 50-218 neural isolations. 

Before describing the control shown here, two points are worth making.  First, for all analyses in the main text, 
the dimensionality of both the muscle and neural populations was reduced to six before applying jPCA.  Thus, for 
both muscles and neurons, the jPCA method attempts to find a plane with rotations within a six-dimensional space.  
Specifically, it was not the case that jPCA was allowed to ‘search’ within a larger space for the neural data.  Second, 
the central hypothesis of this study holds that the output of cortex reflects a subset of the patterns present in the 
neural data.  This is consistent with the finding that muscle activity is typically found to be low dimensional43,44.  
Thus, it should in some sense be true that the muscle population shows weaker rotations because it is lower 
dimensional.  This is certainly true of the generator model, where the single output is constructed from underlying 
rotations, but does not itself contain any rotations (main text; fig. 5).  Nevertheless, it is important to rule out the 
statistical concern that the higher-dimensional neural space is somehow given an ‘unfair’ advantage. 

To control for this possibility, for each dataset we down-sampled the neural population to equal the size of the 
muscle population.  This was repeated 100 times for each dataset.  Individual-neuron recordings are often much 
noisier than individual EMG recordings; we therefore restricted analysis to neurons where the strength of peri-
movement activity was better than average.  The down-sampled data was then analyzed as in fig. 6 of the main text.  
The distribution for the down-sampled data is broader and shifted slightly to the left of the distribution for the 
original data.  This is expected: the increase in sampling error will broaden the distribution.  Furthermore, rotations 
will be weakened on those draws where the sample of neurons does not contain both relevant phases to roughly 
equal degrees.  Nevertheless, the distribution for the down-sampled neural data peaks well to the right of the 
distribution for the muscle recordings.   

In summary, populations of neurons contain considerably stronger rotations of their state than do populations of 
muscles, even when the two populations are matched in size. 
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Supplementary figure 7.  Fits of the generator model (right) to deltoid EMG (left).  Fits are the same as those in 
figure 5b,c of the main text, but are shown for all 27 conditions (dataset J3).  Color-coding is based on the initial 
strength of deltoid EMG, just before movement onset. 
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Supplementary figure 8.  Further examples (from dataset J2) of how the generator model fits EMG (top).  Also 
shown are example responses of both real (left column) and simulated units from the generator model (right 
column).  Note that although the real and simulated data share a number of interesting general features, the 
individual units/neurons are not meant to (and do not) map directly onto one another.  Vertical scale bars indicate 20 
spikes/s.  So that the same color coding can be�used for all panels, color-coding is based on the initial strength of 
deltoid EMG, just before movement onset.  Note that for the model, neural responses directly reflect the underlying 
rotational patterns used to generate EMG.  Nevertheless the responses of most model neurons do not match the 
EMG profile.
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 Supplementary figure 9.  Example 
data for individual conditions, 
allowing one to compare kinematics, 
EMG, jPCA projections of neural data, 
and jPCA projections of generator 
model ‘data’ (monkey J3 dataset).  The 
goal is not to make direct quantitative 
comparisons, but to inform intuition 
regarding how oscillatory patterns are 
expected to change across conditions.  
Data are from monkey J3.  Each panel 
(a-e) plots data for one condition.  
Shown are hand trajectory (black, top), 
reach speed (black), deltoid EMG 
(red), EMG fit produced by the 
generator model (dashed red), 
projections onto the jPCs versus time 
for real (blue) and generator model 
data (dashed blue), and the jPCA 
plane for the neural data (black, 
bottom; jPC1 and jPC2 are the 
horizontal and vertical axes).  The 
jPCA projections for the generator 
model have been advanced in time by 
50 ms to emulate a lag between neural 
and EMG signals. 

A comparison of kinematics, EMG, 
and neural data makes two points.  
First, there is no straightforward 
relationship between reach duration 
and oscillation duration.  For example, 
compare panel d with panel a.  
Although reach durations differ, the 
multiphasic muscle and neural patterns 
have a similar duration in both panels. 
Second, there is no obvious 
relationship between reach duration 
and oscillation frequency.  These two 
observations were true by design for 
the generator model, but were not 
guaranteed to be true for the neural 
data or for the EMG. 

Comparing EMG with the 
generator model illustrates why the 
generator model is able to provide 

such good fits.  The EMG contains multiphasic features that differ, across conditions, in their amplitude and phase.  
Yet those multiphasic features are reasonably consistent in their frequency.  The generator model is thus able to 
contribute those features using a short-lived oscillatory pattern whose phase and amplitude differs across conditions.  
The lower-frequency features are contributed by the second (and slower) of the two oscillations provided by the 
model (not shown). 

These data are inadequate to address the possibility that neural activity directly drives muscle activity.  Indeed, 
one presumes that reasonably strong dynamics are contributed by the spinal cord.  Yet the examples shown illustrate 
that there is nothing paradoxical regarding some of the salient features of the neural state-space rotations.  Such 
rotations have a relationship with kinematics that is sometimes counter-intuitive, but they form a natural basis for 
driving the muscle activity that results in those kinematics.
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Supplementary figure 10.  Effect of 
the pre-processing step where the 
PSTH of each neuron was smoothed 
using the ‘PC smoothing’ method45.  
This step acts only to remove small 
amounts of noise from the PSTHs of 
individual neurons.  PC smoothing 
is done at a single-neuron level and 
has no relationship to the use of 
PCA or jPCA at the population 
level. 

Top panels: response of one 
neuron (B16).  The data in the left 
column were smoothed using a 20 
ms Gaussian kernel in the traditional 
fashion.  The data in the right 
column were further smoothed using 
the PC smoothing method.   

Bottom panels: jPCA projections 
of the population for unsmoothed 
and smoothed data.  The right panel 
is identical to that in fig. 3 of the 
main text.  PC smoothing has almost 
no impact at the population level, 
for reasons described below. 

PC smoothing was used to pre-
process all data presented in the 
main text.  The details of this 
method are provided below.  There 

are two key high-level points.  First, PC smoothing reduces the noise present in the PSTH of a given neuron.  This 
provides a better visual estimate of that neuron’s response.  Second, PC smoothing has essentially no impact on the 
jPCA projections. The removal of small amounts of individual-neuron noise is largely irrelevant at the population 
level.  The jPCA projections are thus virtually identical regardless of whether smoothing was applied.  This was true 
of all datasets, including the EMG recordings. 

Although it PC smoothing had essentially no impact on the central results, for completeness we describe below 
the motivation and methodology.  First note that a temporal filter exploits the fact that different times cannot be 
arbitrarily different from one another.  In contrast, PC smoothing exploits the fact that different conditions cannot be 
arbitrarily different from one another.  PC smoothing exploits this fact by using PCA at the level of an individual 
neuron (note that this is very different from the more usual approach of using PCA at the population level).  To 
apply PC smoothing, we compiled a cxt data matrix, where each row contained the response of that neuron for one 
condition across all times. We then decomposed this matrix into its principal components (PCs), and reconstructed 
the data using the first six principal components. This procedure preferentially discards small high-frequency events 
that are unique to one of the 27 conditions (and thus likely to result from sampling error). Something similar could 
of course be obtained by using a broader temporal filter, but that could come at the cost of losing real high-
frequency aspects of the response. An advantage of PC smoothing is that it does not remove high-frequency aspects 
of the response if they are shared among a number of conditions.   

To reiterate a technical point: this use of PCA to smooth individual-neuron PSTHs contrasts with the more 
typical use of PCA at the population level.  In the current study we use PCA twice: once for PC smoothing as 
described above (a minor component of the overall analysis) and a second time at the population level during the 
computation of the jPCA plane (a key component of our analyses). 
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Supplementary figure 11.  Effects of the 
pre-processing step where each neuron’s 
response was centered by removing the cross-
condition mean.  The goal of this pre-
processing step was to focus all further 
analyses on dimensions where activity differed 
strongly across conditions.  The panels below 
show how the cross-condition mean was 
removed (top row), the consequences of not 
subtracting the cross-condition mean (middle 
row), and possible relationships between the 
cross-condition mean and the rotational 
patterns (bottom row).  a. Firing rate as a 
function of time for one example neuron 
(monkey J-array dataset; 108 conditions).  
Each green/red trace plots the average firing 
rate for one condition, shaded based on the 
level of preparatory activity.  The yellow trace 
plots the cross-condition mean (the mean of all 
the other traces).  Before subsequent analysis 
(the application of PCA and jPCA) this cross-
condition mean was subtracted.  This was done 
independently for each neuron.  b. Response of 
the same example neuron after mean 
subtraction.  The cross-condition mean 
(yellow) is now zero at all times.  c. 
Application of jPCA to the monkey J-array 
dataset, with no subtraction of the cross-
condition mean (i.e., the pre-processing step in 
a,b was not applied).  This panel can be 
contrasted with that in figure 3d of the main 
text (for which the cross-condition mean was 
subtracted).  When the cross-condition mean is 
not subtracted, the projection onto the first 
jPCA plane captures response patterns that 
vary only weakly across conditions.  This is 

not surprising: many neurons display strong response features that are similar across conditions (the well-known 
‘non-directional’ component of the response46).  Thus, the top PCs (via standard PCA) often contain large features 
that are very similar across conditions.  The jPCs are simply a projection of what is already contained in the PCs.  It 
was therefore common (as in this example) for the first jPCA plane to contain patterns that were largely condition-
independent.  Such patterns are consistent with our general hypothesis (they still involve rotations) but are difficult 
to interpret because there are many potentially trivial explanations for the observation of curved trajectories that are 
similar across all conditions. d. The second jPCA plane (jPC4 versus jPC3) for the same analysis as in c (again, the 
cross-condition mean was not removed).  This pattern is similar to that seen in the original analysis in figure 3d (and 
exists in a plane orthogonal to that in panel c of this figure).  Thus, for this dataset, the first jPCA plane largely 
captures the condition-independent response, and the second plane largely captures the condition-dependent 
response, and is thus very similar to that in the original analysis.  However, across the 8 datasets it was not 
uncommon for both planes to capture a mixture of condition-independent and condition-dependent components.  
Thus, to allow the first jPC plane to always be the primary focus of analysis, and to allow that plane to capture 
structure across conditions, all jPCA analyses in the main text were performed after subtracting the cross-condition 
mean.  e, f. Schematic illustration of possible trajectories for the condition-independent aspect of the response (the 
cross-condition mean) relative to the pattern of rotations.  Those two aspects might be orthogonal (as in e) or might 
lie within the same plane (as in f).  In both cases, rotations will be best isolated if the cross-condition mean is first 
removed.  These schematics also illustrate a possible role for the condition-independent component of the response.   

(As a technical point, the analyses in this figure consider the top 10 PCs, to allow sufficient dimensions to 
capture both condition-independent and condition-dependent features of the response). 
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Supplementary Derivation
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�"!&���%�������� �!&�"!���'� ��&�%��&���'��x(t) = [x1(t), ..., xn(t)]��������!�%�#%�&�!'�'��&���'���&���
matrix X ! IRct!n��*��%��ct��&�'���!( ��%�"��'� ��#"�!'&��!�'���'� ��&�%��&���%"&&������"!��'�"!&���!��n 

�&�'����� �!&�"!���',�"��'�����'���'��!,�'� ��#"�!'������&��&��&��!�'��� ��!�'�+'� �'�"�&���+��#'���%���'��&�
�"!)�!��!'�'"�"%��!'�X as ct! n�%�'��%�'��!�n! ct���	�&"�!"'��'��'���!�#%��'�������
	�*�&���*�,&�
�##�����after traditional PCA to Xred ! IRct!k

 for k = 6�"%�&� ���%����"%�'���#(%#"&�&�"��(!��%&'�!��!��
��
	��'��� �'�� �'�������)����'��'�#%�#%"��&&�!���&�����&'%��'�"!���!����&�!"����%�!��"!�'���)�����',�"��'���
���"%�'� ��'&������&"�*����!"%���'���%�������!������%���'�%�*���"!&���%���'��"��'����"% �X ! IRct!n�

�%���'�"!����
	�����!&��,�����(��'�!��'�����'���")�%��!���! = XTX���&&( �!��X ��&� ��!���!'�%������
�"*�)�%��&�!���*���%��#�%'��(��%�,��!'�%�&'����!��,!� �����&'%(�'(%���*��&�����������%�!'�n! n matrix 

&(  �%�-�!��'�����'��������&� #��&'��,!� �����&,&'� �'��'�*����!�0'�'"�'��'���'���&���'� ���!)�%��!'�
��!��%��,!� �����&,&'� ��*�������&�'����"% �ẋ(t) = x(t)M  for any matrix M ! IRn!n����"�)�!���"%�
&(����!�M ����)�!�"(%���'��X��%��(��&�'"���&� #������&'�&$(�%�&�#%"��� ��������!�*%�'��Ẋ = XM, 

�!��'��!�'������&'�&$(�%�&�&"�('�"!�&"�)�&�'���#%"��� �M! = argminM"IRn!n ||Ẋ !XM ||F ��*��%��
'���&(�&�%�#'�F ���!"'�&�'����%"��!�(&�!"% �������&��&�&"�)����!�&� #�����"&����"% ��&�
M! = (XTX)"1XT Ẋ��"�'�!�*%�''�!��&�M! = X\Ẋ����� #"%'�!'�,��'��&��,!� ��&� �'%�+�M!

 is a 

)�����&(  �%,� �'%�+��*��%��&�'�����'���")�%��!���! = XTX���&�%���&�'�������#&"���'��'���&'�0'&�'���
��'���*�'�"('�%���%��'"�'� #"%����!�"% �'�"!���M!���&�%���&�'�����!��%��,!� �����&,&'� �'��'���&'�0'&�'���
data X ����

�!�%�����!��%��,!� �����&,&'� &���&�%�����"'���+#�!&�"!&��"!'%��'�"!&��!��%"'�'�"!&���('�'��,� ����!"�
��&'�!�'�"!���'*��!�'��&���&#��'&�"��'�����'������!�'��&�*"%��*��&����'"��!)�&'���'��'���%"���'��'�%"'�'�"!&�
#��,��!�'����,!� ��&�"�� "'"%��"%'�����!�(%"!&���!����!���*���%��&#���0����,��!'�%�&'����!�rotational 
��!��%��,!� �����&,&'� &�����)�%,���!��%�'%�!&�"% �'�"!�M ��&�&" �� �+'(%��"����&,  �'%��� �'%�+��!����
&��*�&,  �'%��� �'%�+��*�����*��*%�'��M = Msymm +Mskew�������&,  �'%���#�%'��&���,��!��"�,�'"�
�(!�'�"!&��'���.�)�!/�#�%'�"��'��� �'%�+���!���&���0!����&�Msymm = (M +MT )/2����(��� �'%���&�&�'�&�,�
Msymm = MT

symm���	��"%��!��,��'���&��*�&,  �'%��� �'%�+��"���#�%'�"��'��� �'%�+����&"���������!'��

&,  �'%�����&�Mskew = (M !MT )/2����(��� �'%���&�&�'�&�,�Mskew = !MT
skew���	���!��Msymm and 

Mskew�%�'(%!&�'��� �'%�+�M��&"��!�����'��&���%������!�%�����&�%�#'�"!�"���!,�&$(�%�� �'%�+�M���
	���'�"!���,��'���&,  �'%����" #"!�!'�Msymm���&�#(%��,�%��������!)��(�&��!��'�(&���&�%���&�"!�,�
�+#�!&�"!&��!���"!'%��'�"!&�"����'�����"�'""��'���&��*�&,  �'%����" #"!�!'���&�#(%��,�� ���!�%,�
����!)��(�&���!��" #��+��"!�(��'��#��%&���!����&�%���&�%"'�'�"!&��!�'�����'����

��!���*���%���!'�%�&'���"!�,��!�%"'�'�"!�����!��%��,!� �����&,&'� &��*�� (&'�&"�)��'���"%���!������&'�
&$(�%�&�#%"��� ��Ẋ = XM ��!"'�")�%����� �'%���&�M ��'��'���&�%�����!,���!��%��,!� �����&,&'� ����('�
�!&'����*��&�"(���&"�)��'���"%���!���#%"��� ��"!&'%��!���"!�,�'"�'���&�'�"��%"'�'�"!�����!��%�&,&'� &������
�����'��&�&�'�"��&��*�&,  �'%��� �'%���&�/Sn!n���!��*���%���!'�%�&'����!�&"�('�"!&�'"�'���"%���!������&'�

&$(�%�&�#%"��� �"��'����"% �Mskew ! /Sn!n��!� ��,�M! = argminM"/Sn!n ||Ẋ !XM ||F�

�"�&"�)��'��&��"!&'%��!���"#'� �-�'�"!��*��(&���!��$(�)���!'��('�&����'�,� "%���( ��%&" ��!"'�'�"!�������
����!��,�!"'�!��'��'��!�'���"%���!���(!�"!&'%��!������&'�&$(�%�&�&"�('�"!�X\Ẋ��'����"�( !&�"��M ��%��

&"�)���independently�"�������"'��%������*��*%�'��M! = X\Ẋ ��!�'����+#�!�������&'�&$(�%�&��"% �
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M! = (XTX)"1XT Ẋ, we see that each column of Ẋ  determines the corresponding column of M  
independently of other columns.  Thus, we can rewrite the original problem as a vector problem instead of 
a matrix problem.  We introduce the vector m ! IRn2

, which is simply the matrix M ! IRn!n unrolled 
to a vector (we denote this using the common notation m = M(:)).  We can then rewrite the 

unconstrained least squares problem as m
! = argminm"IRn2 ||ẋ! X̃m||2, where ẋ = Ẋ(:), and X̃ 

is a block diagonal matrix with the matrix X repeated on the n diagonal blocks.   These two forms of the 
least squares problem give identical solutions (it is just a formatting choice: do we write the solution as a 
vector m or a matrix M).  

Now we rewrite the rotational optimization problem in this vector notation, as that will allow us to naturally 
incorporate the constraint that M! be a member of /Sn!n.    Whereas previously we sought to solve the 

unconstrained M! = argminM"IRn!n ||Ẋ !XM ||F , here we want to solve the constrained 

M! = argminM"/Sn!n ||Ẋ !XM ||F .  For this set of skew-symmetric matrices /Sn!n, by virtue of the 

constraint Mskew = !MT
skew, these matrices only have n(n! 1)/2 free parameters (not the n2 of 

general matrices IRn!n).

The key step is to note that we can represent skew-symmetric matrices as a vector of n(n! 1)/2 free 
parameters: we call these vectors k ! IRn(n!1)/2.  Further, we can specify a linear map from these vectors 
onto the space of our vectors m ! IRn!n.  This matrix, which we call H , simply places each of the 
elements of k into two indices in m.  We can consider k to be the lower triangle of a skew-symmetric 
matrix.  Suppose we have an element of k, kr, that corresponds to the (i, j) element of the matrix for 
i > j (the lower triangle).  H  then takes this element kr and places: (1) the element kr in the element of 
m corresponding to the (i, j) index of a matrix M, and (2) the negated element !kr in the element of m 
corresponding to the (j, i) index of M����,�'��&��"!&'%(�'�"!�*����.!���� �'%�+�H  that maps from 

IRn(n!1)/2 (the number of free parameters in a skew-symmetric matrix) to IRn2

. 

Finally, we return to our problem of interest.  Since, by our construction, the quantity Hk is a vector in 
IRn2

 and is equivalent to the set of all skew-symmetric matrices /Sn!n, our original problem has the 
equivalence:

M! = argminM"/Sn!n ||Ẋ!XM ||F "# k! = argmin
k"IR

1
2n(n"1) ||ẋ!X̃Hk||2.

This form can then simply be solved in closed form by grouping H with X̃ and solving k! = (X̃H)\ẋ.  
Since k! is a vector of length n(n! 1)/2�'��'���.!�&���&��*�&,  �'%��� �'%�+�M!

skew (via H), and since 
&��*�&,  �'%��� �'%���&���&�%����%"'�'�"!����,!� ��&��'��&�&"�('�"!��&�'��� �'%�+���.!�!��'�����&'�.''�!��
rotational linear dynamical system.  

As an implementation note, one might prefer to write the Lagrangian for the constrained optimization 
problem.  Doing so will result in, depending on programming choices, a very similar implementation as 
above.  In any event, this optimization problem has a unique global optimum, so any valid derivation will 
produce exactly the same result.  As a second note, representing the large matrices H and X̃ can be 
computationally burdensome.  Instead, we can avoid the explicit creation of these matrices by solving 
k! = (X̃H)\ẋ with a gradient based-method, which allows us to manipulate vectors and matrices in the 
most computationally convenient way.  The result is an extremely fast and accurate method for solving 
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the skew-symmetric least squares problem (only slightly slower than regular unconstrained least 
squares).

We now have successfully calculated M!
skew, the summary matrix that describes rotational dynamics in 

the data.  Traditional PCA takes the summary matrix (data covariance) and does an eigenvalue 
decomposition, which creates a ranked set of orthonormal vectors that we can use to project our data.  
Decomposition of a skew-symmetric matrix also produces a ranked set of orthonormal vectors.  The 
eigenvectors produced by the decomposition of Mskew come in orthogonal, complex conjugate pairs 
(these vectors form a unitary matrix), and thus we can naturally think of the decomposition of Mskew as 
#%"�(��!��"%'�"�"!���#��!�&��'�������!)��(�&��%��#(%��,�� ���!�%,�����"�0!����#��!�����!,�#��%�"��%����
valued projection vectors {ui,1,ui,2} - each complex conjugate pair of vectors {vi,1,vi,2} is combined 
as ui,1 = vi,1 + vi,2 and ui,2 = j(vi,1 ! vi,2), which are then suitably normalized.  These u vectors 
can be used exactly as in traditional PCA to project the high dimensional data to lower dimensionality 
��������,�#%"���'�!��"!'"��(&'�'���0%&'�#��!�����'�%�"%��%�!���%" ���%��&'�'"�& ����&'�#��%�"��� ���!�%,�
eigenvalues).  

The magnitude of the eigenvalues allow us to select the plane (or planes) with the highest frequency and 
consistency in the rotational linear dynamical system.  Thus, projecting the data down onto these planes 
���"*&�(&�'"�)�&(���-��#��!�&��!�'�����'��*�'��&��!�0��!'�%"'�'�"!&����,��"!!��'�"!�'"�'���� ���!�%,�
eigenvalues of Mskew��*�������'��&����"%�'� ��������"�����"!�%�'�������0�(%�&�&�"*�!��#%"���'�"!&�
(except those noted otherwise) show the top jPC plane, which is the plane of strongest activity within the 
%"'�'�"!����,!� �����&,&'� �'��'���&'�0'&�'�����'��

It is important to revisit the fact that jPCA and PCA solve different objective functions and thus produce 
�����%�!'�%�&(�'&
�*��������0!�&���%��'�"!&�"�� �+� ���)�%��!��������0!�&���%��'�"!&��#��!�&��"��
&��!�0��!'�%"'�'�"!����,!� ��&����!������'���#��!��*�'��'���&'%"!��&'�%"'�'�"!&��"(����!�#%�!��#�����#'(%��
very little data variance.  ��(&��'"�#%�)�!'�0!��!��&��!�0��!'�%"'�'�"!&�'��'���#'(%����''���)�%��!��������
*�&���*�,&��##�������'�%�0%&'�(&�!�����'"�0!��'�����!��(��"���� �!&�"!&��k = 6 typically) with the most 
variance.  In this application, jPCA simply rotates the dimensions found by PCA to better reveal dynamical 
structure (see supplementary movie 2). 

As a technical note, we are taking the plane of strongest rotations within the rotational dynamical system 
'��'���&'�0'&�'�����'�����&��!���'�%!�'�)���##%"�����"!�� ���'�'%,�'"���%��'�,�0'�'���#��!��"��&'%"!��&'�
%"'�'�"!&��%" �'�����'���*�����*"(����!�#%�!��#����"��'����&'��&�*�����&�'���0%&'�����#��!��� Thus our jPC 
projections (cf. Figure 3 and 4) are theoretically conservative, though our empirical investigation indicates 
'��&��&��!��!&��!�0��!'������'�� These two approaches are equivalent when the data is white (XTX = I ), 
and we note that whitening the data also produces very little change to the resulting projections.

�&���0!���#"�!'��'����������"%�'� ���!����%�����,� "��0���'"���&,  �'%���)�%&�"!�.&,  ��/�'"��"�(&�"!�
directions of largest expansion and contraction.  The convenience of being able to eigendecompose a 
&(  �%,� �'%�+��!��,�����"%'�"�"!���)��'"%&����"!�&�'"�'������&&�"��!"% ��� �'%���&��*������,���0!�'�"!�
are diagonalizable by a unitary matrix.  The class of normal matrices includes symmetric and skew-
symmetric matrices, among others.  This fact suggests a broader class of PCA variants that are a subject 
of future work.
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Supplementary Movies 
 
 
Supplementary movie 1.  Neural trajectory in the walking monkey (2� real time).  The movie begins with the 
monkey stationary.  After ~8 seconds (16 seconds of real time), the monkey begins walking.  After ~25 cycles, the 
monkey pauses, then begins walking again.  The monkey ceases walking once more just before the movie ends.  
Clear rotations are seen only during epochs of walking (QuickTime 376 KB). 
 
 
Supplementary movie 2.  Illustration of how the PCA axes were rotated to find the jPCA projection.  The movie 
contains clips for three datasets: monkey B, monkey J-array, and monkey N-array.  For each clip the opening frame 
plots the PCA-based projection (PC2 versus PC1).  On each subsequent frame the projection is rotated until the jPCA 
projection is reached. Compare with figure 3a,e,f of the main text (QuickTime 3.1 MB). 
 
 
Supplementary movie 3.  The jPCA projections as a function of time.  The movie contains clips for four datasets: 
monkey B, monkey J3, monkey N, and monkey N-array.  Time is 1/8th real time and starts just as preparatory 
activity is giving way to movement-epoch activity.  The projections differ slightly from those in figure 3 of the main 
text for two reasons.  First, they are based on more time.  Second, to allow jPCA to best isolate the plane that 
worked well across a broad range of times, analysis was based on the top 10 PCs.  (The true dimensionality of the 
data is higher still, but we wished to remain modestly conservative).  The shuffled controls in supplementary movie 
4, and the analysis of EMG in supplementary movie 5 similarly employ the greater range of times and projections 
based on the top 10 PCs (QuickTime 2.4 MB). 
 
 
Supplementary movie 4.  Just as for supplementary movie 3 but after applying the shuffle control.  The movie 
contains clips for the same four datasets: monkey B, monkey J3, monkey N, and monkey N-array.  The shuffle that 
was applied was version #1 (see supplementary figure 2 and 3).  (QuickTime 1.8 MB). 
 
 
Supplementary movie 5.  The jPCA projections as a function of time for populations of muscle recordings.  The 
movie contains clips for three datasets: monkey A, monkey J3, and monkey N.  (EMG data were not recorded for 
the full 108-condition task used for the array-based datasets).  (QuickTime 1.2 MB) 
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